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ABSTRACT  

Today’s world deal with different technologies. Consider  the 

devices used as things and try to from a network of these 

devices such that these use internet and from internet if it is 

possible to connect these devices so that they can interact with 

each other then the devices as things and the the networking 

of things as Internet of things. so a formal definition can be  

loT is the networking of everyday objects which interact to 

each other and also connected to the internet. Many smart 

applications which support and simplify everyday life can be 

enabled by the loT. Normally the things are connected by 

cloud. Due to special requirements, the design of loT module 

is very complex and is a  great challenge in research. The loT 

system is required to connect large amount of things to the 

cloud system. Therefore an open API should also be provided 

for easy data access and interoperability. As a result, loT 

system can be accessed and controlled from anywhere and 

anytime using any device, one of which is Smartphone.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Basic functionality of loT system is remote monitoring and 

controlling [1] [3] [4]. Based on this basic functions, many 

types of smart applications can be implemented.As variety of 

applications are there on smartphones so it  can be said  that 

IoT  increases convenience ,provide better lifestyle, reduces 

expenses. If an openAPI is provided the business boundaries 

can be broadened. So businesses sell many products with less 

expences. 

Many day to day applications[1] can be developed like smart 

house, smart energy, intelligent traffic system, as well as 

eHealth application. For example in eHealth application, loT 

system can monitor user blood pressure and heart rate, 

additionally it also tracks user's behavior and activities. Based 

on those data, loT smart system can suggest doctor's treatment 

plan, prescription etc.  

Various applications[6][7][8][12] are shown in Fig 1. 

Second application can be device tracking which can help in 

security purposes of vehicles on can be used for personal 

security also.  

Another application can be home automation which is now 

becoming a basic need of today’s world. In smart home we 

can have all the appliances connected so that we can control 

them remotely.A smart city can be developed with these self 

organizing and self configuring devices in the real world like 

we can have street lights that are controlled with the real time 

temperature and light controlling and sending devices.    

Traffic control can be of greater help in the world of 

increasing traffic chaos, a real time devices to sense the traffic 

and controlling features can be added for a better city traffic 

control. 

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The loT system consists of cloud system and loT 

module.[1][2] The loT module consists of  connectivity, data  

processing unit and sensing or actuating module. The 

connectivity has a function to connect all loT module to the 

internet and cloud server. It consists of communication and 

networking module.So the device user is using comes under 

IoT module and the services provided to the IoT module are 

stored on cloud. 

The basic block diagram is shown in  Fig 2. 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            

  Fig 2: Basic Block Diagram 

The nodes can be any smart device which is connected to the 

cloud by using a gateway or router. 

3 BASICS OF IOT  
IoT bridges the gap of physical and technical worlds as it is a 

combination of different technologies[3][4]. It have many 

capabilities which include:  

− Communication and cooperation: Things network with 

Internet resources or even with each other with automatic 

configuration, to make use of data and services It also update 

it’s state automatically. As to communicate with each other 

various network standards  comes into picture like GSM, Wi-

Fi, Bluetooth ,and ZigBee etc. Basically it is a heterogeneous 

network[13] system which is combination of wired as well as 

wireless systems connected through internet. 

− Object Addressability: Within an Internet of Things, objects 

can be addressed with look-up or name services like that of 

DNS services. And as the objects are networked they can be 

located easily by using these services. 

− Sensing: Objects or things uses sensors to collect 

information about their surroundings, record that information 

and pass it to other things or objects or else directly react to it. 

NODES Gateway or 

Router 
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− Actuation: Objects contain actuators to manipulate their 

environment. Real-world processes are controlled remotely 

with these actuators via the Internet. 

− Object Identification: Objects are uniquely identifiable. The 

identification helps in linking to the information or data 

associated with that particular object. That information can be 

retrieved by the mediator which is connected to the server or 

cloud server. RFID or bar codes do not have built in energy 

resources so they can be called as passive objects ,with which 

the identification can be done. 

− Embedded information processing: Smart objects have  a 

processor or microcontroller, 

plus storage capacity. These resources can be used, for 

example , to process and interpret sensor information, or to 

give products a “memory” of how they have been used.  

− Localization: Smart things are built in capability to get their  

physical location, so can be located. Various technologies that 

are available are GPS or the mobile phone network , as well 

as ultrasound time measurements, UWB (Ultra-Wide Band), 

radio beacons (e.g. neighboring WLAN base stations or RFID 

readers with known coordinates) and optical technologies can 

be used for localization. 

− User interfaces: Various interfaces are available to have 

communication between the objects and people for example 

the Smartphone are having user interface which is simple to 

use. Various method like speech recognition, gesture 

recognition are added capability to these Smartphone which 

add to the simplicity and flexibility in using the interface. 

4 TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES 
Though the applications outlined above are very interesting 

but the demands for the technologies underlying it is very 

substantial[10]. Progressing from the Internet of computers to  

Internet of Things is something that must therefore be done 

one step at a time. There is a basic expectation that the 

technology must be available at low cost if a large number of 

objects are actually to be equipped, also there are many other 

challenges[2][3], such as: 

− Scalability: The  overall scope of Internet of Things is much 

more than that of Internet of computers because the number of 

devices or things is increasing day by day. SO scalability is 

the main technological challenge that need to be addressed 

.The things first cooperate between the  local environment 

then to the global environment .So the communication and 

service discovery needs to be equally efficient in local as well 

as global environment. The objects that are added newly to 

the environment should not get affected by the number of 

networks connected. 

− Object operations: Smart everyday objects or the mobile 

things should configure themselves to suit their environments 

unlike computers which are configured by the users. 

− Interoperability: The things in IoT are of large number of 

varieties with need of different information ,different 

communication protocols used ,with varying capabilities. The 

operate at very different conditions like communication 

bandwidth, energy consumption etc and also the IP addressing 

in conventional internet domain. So interoperability is a major 

challenge in the heterogeneous environment and 

heterogeneous devices. 

 

− Software complexity: Although the software systems in 

smart objects will have to function with minimal resources, as 

in conventional embedded systems, a more extensive software 

infrastructure will be needed on the network and on 

background servers in order to manage the smart objects and 

provide services to support them. 

-Data Volumes:  As number of nodes is dynamic and most of 

the times it is increasing the volume of data is very large 

which is been transferred  between the nodes 

-Power supply: Due to heterogeneous nodes or devices the 

power supply need is varying .The passive devices like RFID 

do not need power supply but the need of power for active 

devices is a topic of concern and they rely on future 

services[11] which need less power supply or generate power 

themselves[5][6]. 

5 TRUST MANAGEMENT IN IOT 

WITH FRIENDS SELECTION 
Due to openness and heterogeneous nature of the IoT it is 

very important that the data that is being transferred in Iot 

should have additional security measures than only the 

cryptography or access control mechanisms. An additional 

mechanism called as trust management[9] should be added . 

There can be many techniques to trust the network or node to 

which we are passing the data while using IoT. 

 We need a decision making algorithm for trust management. 

The basic algorithm for trust management can be as given in 

algorithm 1. 

5.1 Algorithm 1 

Algorithm Trust(DomainID) 
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Fig 1:Applications of IoT 

This simple algorithm checks the domainID or we can say the 

identity of the communicating machine and verify it’s entry 

with the neighbors if it’s trust value is 1 the entry is added to 

friend’s registry or it is black listed. It can be removed from 

black list if it is found afterwards in the friend’s entry of the 

neighbors. We can use a timestamp to verify the entries from 

blacklist after a period of time to crosscheck if they can be 

added to the friend’s list or not. 

There are a lot of functions to be added to the basic algorithm 

but the idea is to build a friend selection mechanism to 

IoT[2][3][4][5][6][14]. 

So with every service provider and requester a trust 

management needs to be added for the added security in 

IoT.As IoT is now used for social networking also we are 

referring that network as social IoT  i.e SIOT[2][5][6]. For 

social networking sites various security measures are taken 

but for SIOT it needs to be combination of those technologies 

.Different routing algorithms are used  to transfer data from 

one cloud to the other built for the security of that  need to add 

the trust mechanism between the communicating  peers or 

clouds. The need for trust is very clear ,there can be n number 

of misbehaving nodes which are passing malicious data for 

the own sake or for the damaging others data .Every time the 

data that is sent onto the network can not take the same path 

so the entries in the friends list is every time  dynamic in 

nature it can not be fixed ,we have to add or remove entries in 

the list depending on the nature of route that the data follows. 

SO friend selection have a very important role in IoT or SIOT. 

 

 

 

6 CONCLUSION 
The basics of  IoT are discussed so that it creates awareness of 

the mechanism and a brief overview of the security in IoT can 

be added with the basic algorithm which gives a view of 

friend selection in IoT.The future scope can be a trusted 

communication with the friend selection procedure 

incorporated with reduced time for communication path as a 

registry of trusted friends maintains the list of networks 

trusted maintained. 
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